
 

 
Trunk Mounted Flag Holders 

Can-Am Spyder F3 Limited 2016 and newer 
#FH450 

 
 
1. Lay out and familiarize yourself with the supplied components. Open the trunk lid. 

 
2.  Starting on the right and as shown in the photo place the right flag pole and 

bracket assembly on the edge of the trunk  with its edges resting as shown in (1A 
&B). Mark the location of the holes as shown (1C). Mark the left side in the same 
manner.  

 
3. You must remove the trunk sides as follows before drilling or damage to underlying 

wires will occur. Remove the two plastic rivets (1D) by pulling up on their center pin 
with a blade screwdriver then removing the pin and its outer body from the panel. 
Remove the center black panel (1E).  Remove the three T15 Torx screws (1F) from 
the side panel. Pull the panel outwards at the front and downwards at the rear to 
disengage the tabs that secure the cover to the trunk (2A&B). 

 
4. Drill the two marked holes on each of the covers using a ¼” drill bit. Using the 

supplied hardware align the brackets with the drilled holes, place the screws thru 
the brackets and panel. On the back side of the panel place one of the rectangular 
backing plates followed by the locking nuts. Tighten the four screws securely so the 
plates do not move or shift on the plastic panel but do not over tighten them as this 
will stress the plastic.  

 
5. Replace the side panels by first pushing inward at (2A) and then upwards at (2B) to 

engage the locking tabs on the panel with the trunk. Replace the three T15 Torx 
screws and the center panel with its two plastic rivets. 

 
 

6. Check the poles base nut and locking nut for tightness. Remove the top finial nut 
and two plastic clips from the poles. Slide your flags over the poles, and then, after 
adding a drop of blue Loc-Tite Medium Strength thread locker to the finial nut, 
replace and tighten the finial nut. Press the plastic clips over the material of the flag 
and pole using one at the bottom and top of the flag.  
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To complete your warranty and see hundreds of bagger  
and cruiser products, please visit our website. 



 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 


